
EVERLAST EV320 INDOOR CYCLE

Striving to make your fitness dreams a reality, ‘Greatness is Within™’ Everlast® cycles have a smooth 
and comfortable ride to help you meet your full workout potential
ULTRA-QUIET OPERATION: the smooth precision balanced flywheel is quiet and provides 
maintenance free operation 
HEAVY-DUTY STEEL CONSTRUCTION: steel frame construction provides superior 
durability, making it an ideal investment that will last years to come
ULTIMATE COMFORT: the fully adjustable up/down, fore/aft black racing style seat allows the 
indoor cycle to conform precisely to your body 
LCD DISPLAY: features time, speed, distance, calories, pulse, and RPM with Bluetooth connectivity
TENSION RESISTANCE: magnetic resistance with precise manual continuous tension knob 
and emergency brake system is designed to allow the user to set their own limits with a wide range of 
workout intensity options



Large, multi window readout

Time, speed, distance, calories, pulse, and RPM

Bluetooth compatible (chest belt not included) 

Magnetic resistance with adjustable tension knob

Racing style fully adjustable seat (fore/aft, up/down)

Two sided pedals with toe cages and SPD clips 

Durable 3-Piece crank system

Poly V-Belt

Heavy Duty Steel Frame

48" x 22" x 53" / 121 cm x 56 cm x 135 cm, 79 lb/36 kg

300 lb / 136 kg

42" x 8" x 34" / 107 cm x 20 cm x 85 cm, 93 lb / 42 kg;  

6.6 cu.ft.

693315 07320 5

Frame: 1 Year, Parts: 1 Year

Bluetooth FTMS connectivity with 3rd party open-source
app support - including Zwift, Kinomap, and Strava
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Racing-style handlebars and tablet rack

Racing style fully adjustable seat
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